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This essay is an attempt tn graple with the theme that in Political Science 
has been known as Organisation Theory. The contribution of Lenin in this field' 
is inestimable though most "respectable” studies have continued to ignore even 
mention of Lenin on this topic. The study of organisation theory has stagnated 
in attempts to compare several bourgeois theorists who substantially have the 
same conceptualisation. Thus Thompson writing about work in the field has 
argued:-
Although eachoof the several schools ha3 its unique terminology 
and Bpecial heroes, Gouldner (155D) was able to discern two 
fundamental models underlying moot literature. He labelled 
these the "rationalnr'J 'natural-system" models of organis­
ations and these labels are indeed descriptive of the results.
To Gouldner!s important distinction we wieh to add the notion
that the "rational model" reuuito from a "closed-system 
strategy" for studying of organisations, and the "Natural 
system" model flows from the nopen-2ystem strategy."*1
How does Lenin's conceptualise the organisation in general and the Communist 
Party in particular?
In order to be able to better understand the organisation of the Communist 
party, we first attempt to look el Lenin's ihncry cf organiaation in relation to
bourgeois organisation theory then pro ■, od to his theory proper.
The Rational Clooeri-^nyystem _ y _r vsunrotic Model
This strategy of organ!cation woo viral f'emulated in a clear statement by 
Max Weber in hia "The Theory cf Gociol and Economic Organisations."
Central to Weber's view is ihac the internal factors are given more emphasis
then environmental factors. The nice d system arises because an organisation 
ia looked upon as an artificial human asraciatior- It is an instrument that 
is creoted deliberotely and ccnsoioucly to attain certain qools. A study of 
organisations then emphasises goals as the solo set of variables constituting 
explanation of organisational behaviour.
Thus a leading spokesman of the above model haa defined on organisation
os:
'Any activity invo.lviop the conncicie cooperation of two or 
more persons :n ocalled arguniccd activity - participants 
have tasks assigned to tho, the relationships between par­
ticipants are ordered i/i such a way os to achieve the final
product with the minimum expenditure of human effort and 
material resources. Thus, by formal organisation we mean, 
a planned system of co-operative effort in which eech par­
ticipant has a recognised role ta play and duties or tasks
to perform. These duties ore assigned in order to
achieve the organisation's purpose rather than to satisfy 
individual preferences although the two often coincide.'2
Romantic,Dnan-Eystem Strategy
This model puts less emphasis on the aa!’s of or. organisation. It sees
the goals as subjected to the environ' - wh-:h the organisation ie operating.
r
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Such concepts as rationality and efficiency are not central, but rather those which 
spell out solidarity with the organisation. Rationality is seen to play a less 
important role in decission making.
The main point raised by this model i3 that rationality in organisation will be 
limited by the force of environment to a greater extent than the technical qualifi-- 1 
cations of the participants,,
The fact that an organisation is established does not mean 
that all activities and interactions of its members conform 
strictly to the official blueprint.^
Informal structures, largely dependent on the environment, will emerge, and the 
model emphasises the importance of such informal organisations in decission making. 
It is argued that considering the bureacrat to be objective just because he has o 
career and wage would be to ignore the value system of the bureaucratic participant 
society. The environment or milieu is the main dominating variable in this model.
Having outlined the two models of organisations, we can now be able to place 
Lenin18 theory of organisation into the general framework of organisation theory.
Lenin's Definition of An Organisation
The popular view of the Leninist theory of organisation is generally associated 
with party organisation. While the Communist party is crucial in Lenin's theory, 
sight should not be lost of his fundamental contribution to the field of organisa­
tion theory in general. Lenin defined an organisation:-
The word 'organisation' is commonly employed in two senses, 
a broad and narrow one. In the narrow sense it signifies 
an individual nucleus of collective of people with at least 
a minimum oegree of coherent form. In the broad sense it 
signifies the sum of nuclei united into a whole. For example, 
the navy, the army, or the state is a at one and the same 
time a sum of organisations (in the narrow sense of the word).
The Department of Education is an organisation (in the broad 
Bense of the word). Similarly, the party is an organisation 
(in the broad 3ense of the word); at the sjme time, the party 
should consist of a whole number of deversified organisations 
(in the narrow sense of the word). Therefore, when he spoke 
of drawing a distinction between the concepts, party and 
organisation, Comrade Axelrod firstly, did not take 
account of the differences between the broad and the narrow 
sense of the word “organisation”, and, secondly, did not 
observe that he was himself confusing organised and un­
organised elements.^
It is worth pointing out that the Leninist organisation is goal oriented in a way 
similar to the rationalist conception, while the environment is included in the 
"broad sense” of the word “organisation.” However, the articulation of the goals
was so central to Lenin's thesis that he must be regarded as closer to bureaucratic
model. UJolin in his "A Critique of Organisational Theories" quotes
Lenin aB seying:-
Bureaucracy versus democracy ie the seme thing as centra­
lism versus (local) autonomism, it is the same organisa­
tional principle of revolutionary political democracy as 
opposed tD the organisational principle of the opportuni­
sts of the Social Democracy. The later (Social Democracy)
want to proceed from the bottom upwards ---„ The former
proceeds from the top, and advocate the extension of the 
rights and powers of the centre in respect of the parts 
My idea ... is "bureaucratic" in the sense that the 
party is built from the top downwards.-*
In fact this idea lies at the centre of the Leninist democratic centralism which 
will not be our concern in this essay.
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It is important to note the closeness of Lenin's model in as far as the idea 
of looking at the organisation from top downwards; the heavy formalism of the part 
of the desire to increase goal-attainment, discipline, expertness via rationality 
in deciBion-making. Lenin's insistence on the concept of party membership should 
be seen to be aimed at efficiency of goai-attainment. Having said that we can now 
attempt to isolate aspects of aparty organisation for special consideration* They 
are:-
(a) Goals of the party
(b) Participants
(c) Consciousness and rationlity
(d) Efficiency >
(e) Division of labour within the party
Goals of the Party
Though we have so far been saying that there is a broad similarity between 
some bourgeois theories of organisation and Lenin's theory, a more detailed study 
will reveal that there are some important differences on a conceptual level of the 
major variables of the rationalist and Leninist Model. In the rationalist model, 
goals are conceived as finite e.g0 profit maximasation - while in the Leninist 
conception the goals are infinite and are shaped by a multiplicity of forces dia- 
lectically related. It is possible for rationalists to present ideas about 
succession of goals; e.g. where independence was achieved in African countries, 
political parties were faced with problems of succession of goals, the behaviour 
of post-independence political parties will he defined in terms of one goal being 
fulfilled, then a new goal was set and fulfilled. Each goal is seen as an un­
problematic finite statement.
On the other hand the environmental!sm of the open system strategy though it 
allows the goals of an organisation to dynamically change under pressure from 
exogenous factors, this change is conceived as unplanned and almost haphazard, 
depending on "irrational" factors as they continuously exert themselves on the 
goals of the organisation. In Lenin's conception goals are defined infinitely.
The working class is, therefore, most certainly interested 
in the broadest,freest, and rapid development of capitali­
sm. The removal of all remnants of the olo order which 
hamper the broad, free and rapid development of capitalism 
is an absolute advantage to the working c I b s s . The 
bourgeois revolution is precisely an upheaval that most 
resolutely sweeps away survivals of the past, survivals 
of the serf-owing system (which included not only the 
autocracy but the monarchy as well), and most fully 
guarantees the broadest, freest and most rapid development 
of capitalism.
That is why s bourgeois revolution is in the highost degree 
advantageous to the proletariat. A bourgeois revolution is 
absolutely necessary in the interests of the proletariat.
The more complete, determined and consistent the bourgeois 
revolution, the more assured will the proletariat's strug­
gle be against the bourgeoisie and for socialism.^
Defined this way the socialist gcol is presented in a dynamic manner guided by the 
dialectical interplay of the historical classes. Written just before the 1905 
revolution, the statement presented the goals of the then Russian Social Democratic 
Workers Party in a protracted way. This is in line with the dialectical conception 
expressed by Engels in his criticism of German Philosophy:-
Just as knowledge is unable to reach a complete conclusion 
in a perfect society, a perfect 'state' of affairs exists 
only in imagination.'
Relentlessly committed to justice, a Leninist party can not define itBelf in terms 
of finite goals. Even efter it has taken over state, power, non-antagonistic con­
tradictions will still be observable- This means that even the highest goal of
r
proletariat control i B  not in itself a finite goal. This muat mean that Leninist 
goals are a "chain-goal-system" without any finite point. Even the structure of 
the party must change in a similar menner of "chain-goal-system". This dif­
ference in goal conceptualisation will found to be significant and generally 
qualify our earlier assetion of parallelism between Lenin's theory and the
rationalist model. It has to be emphasised that in the Leninist model, the role
of the environment is recognised but it should be observed that it con only in­
fluence the tactics rather than the strategy of the organisation. In his dis­
cussion of the tactics of the Russian Social Democratic Workers Party before the 
1905 revolution, Lunin divides the goals of the party into two broad categories 
termed the maximum and the minimum programme.
The maximum programme for a working class party is the achievement of 
Socialism and Communism, Our discussion of this goal already revealed that its 
nature is infinite.
The minimum programme was presented as a programme that the workers could 
temporarily accept while making further demands:-
That it is necessary to spread among the working class a 
concrete idea of the most probable course of the revolu­
tion, for the appearance of a provisional revolutionary 
government, from which the proletariat will demand the 
realisation of all the immediate political and economic 
demands, of our programme (minimum programme),®
This programme formulated at the anticipation of the bourgeois revolution in 1905, 
visualised the role of the party to be a left wing of a bourgeois struggle. How- 
even, by putting forward minimum demands the * workers will prepare for a 
maximum programme:
Each stage is necessary, and therefore justified for the 
time and conditions to which it owes its origin. But in 
the face of new, higher conditions which gradually develop 
in its womb, it loses its validity and justification. . It 
must give way to a higher state which will also in its 
turn decay and perish.9
The Minimum Programme
Discussion of the minimum programme must be connected with the idea of trade 
union consciousness. In participating in a minimum programme implied that the 
workers had to take part in the economic struggles through the trade unions. How­
ever, this part of the proletariat struggles was not decisive. Its role is re­
stricted to the fact that it is an important stage in the development of the 
proletariat consciousness. While participating in these struggles will increase 
the workers' consciousness, it is the role of the party within these trade union 
struggles that will hasten class consciousness. This class consciousness will 
allow the workers to go beyond mere trade union demands. For a party of the 
working class, participation in the minimum programme, is recommended as this 
will be a good recruitment ground. The party activists' role will be to carry 
the demand further than mere trade union reforms to realisation that genuine 
solution of problems is on a political level, hence demands for economic reforms 
to he subjected to an overall political solution.
Trade union organisation of the workers and the working party's participation 
will constitute a minimum programme. It is for this reason that Lenin places much 
stress on the concept of party membership. Just because one is a worker or trade 
unionist should not automatically entitle him to party membership. Let us now 
examine the membership concept more closely.
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Party Members, Rationality and Efficiency
The three concepts mentioned above, though normally separate, are so importanl 
and interlinked in our discussion that they are best discussed together In his 
proposition to the party congress of 1903, Lenin defined a party member as:-
A member of the party is one uho supports the party both 
financially and by personal participation in one of , the 
Party organisations., ^
This strict definition of a party member was a result of the organisational pro­
blems, encountered at the time* We can easily identify two:-
Trying to operate in the framework of the Russian autocracy 
of the 19th century, demanded secrecy., A loose definition 
of a party membar would not increase organisational 
efficiency, especially considering the cose with which 
elements of the state machinery could infiltrate such an 
organisation„ Such infiltration would lead to organisa­
tional goal sabotage, making their achievement difficult
(b) The second reason for the strict definition must be seen
to be conngcted with Lenin's conception of class formation 
in the Russia of that time* In his Development of Capita­
lism in Russia, Lenin outlines a dynamic model of the 
development of Class formation in Russia, concluding that 
the level of consciousness were varied* The progressive 
proletarianisation of Russia, created a dynamic situation 
producing different levels of consciousness* The most 
elementary level of consciousness being the trade union one*
Lenin intimates that there is a close relationship between the length of the time 
the individual worker has participated in a capitalist mode of production and the 
level of consciousness* It was also seen to be related to the availability of 
Social Democratic study circles and individual ability of workers to grasp the 
inter-connectedness of things* The advanced workers, intellectuals and other 
advanced elements should form the core of the party* It is these advanced workers 
who will avail themselves to the workers through the trade unions* By participating 
in one of the "party organisations," a party member attains higher levels of con­
sciousness enabling him to be a more rational and effective party worker*
While Weber put stress on formal training as a contributing factor to ef- 
fecienty achievement of goals, Lenin stresses consciousness as the dominating 
variable* In a goal-oriented organisation of the form was talking about, swift 
action war necessary and a diffused member concept would make attainment of 
goals difficult*
Class in Itself and Class for Itself
The idea of a vanguard party may sound undemocratic, especially if one does 
not distinguish that "the party as the vanguard of the working class, must not 
be confused, *** with the entire class*"11 It is important to note that as 
Vanguard of the Working class, the party acts for them (class for itself), while 
the objective conditions in which the worker finds himself make him a member of 
class in itself* Class in itself would include even those workers that have 
not attained trade union consciousness* By working for conditions that will 
improve circumstances for this class, a Vanguard party is looked upon as democra­
tic since the producing class is the majority in society - hence majority in 
capitalist society*
The principal ideas which Iskrn strove to make the basis 
of the party organisation amounted to essential tD the 
following two: first, idee of centralism which defined in
•  o o
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Principle the method of deciding all particular and detailed 
questions of organisation; second, the special function of the 
organ Newspaper, for ideological leadership - an idea which 
took into account the temporary and special requirements of 
the Russian Social Democratic working class movement in the 
existing conditions of political slavery, with the initial 
ba3e of operations for the revolutionary assault being set 
up abroad*12
The first condition put up by Lenin concerning centralism is consistent with 
earlier observations of an organisation which starts from the top downwards and 
extending the priviledges of the top to all corners of the periphery* However, the 
second condition concerning the functioning of the party organ Iskra must be 
related to Lenin's conception of a party operating under autocratic conditions and 
a special condition to consider and in a society with mutli-lewel system of con­
sciousness as a temporary condition* Under these last two conditions, the organ's 
role will consist of being ideological vanguard of the party* Its specific 
audience will be the more advanced elements within the working class movements*
The central point in this vital aspect of the Leninist theory is connected 
with the distinction first made by Marx of "a class in itself and a class for 
itself*" The Russian "class in itself" was not only numerically weak but the
levels of consciousness were varied in accordance with the insipient nature of
Russian Capitalism*
The conception of centralism and ideological leadership must be seen to be 
related to the question of efficient execution of the goals that will result in 
the removal of the conditions that hinder the development of a class for itself* 
Lenin envisages the execution level to be guided by similar propositions as those 
of the rational model* A professional group of revolutionaries whose technical 
qualifications could be backed by their record of consciousness as the closest 
approximation to rationality:
On the other hand, the organsation of the revolutionaries
must consist first and foremost of the people who make
revolutionary activity their profcssion*13
The similarity between Lenin's model and the rational model can be understood only 
if it is remembered that for Lenin, a party is a conscious, deliberate and purpose­
ful instrument for the overthrow of the existing social order and later to main­
tain a proletarian order* In that the activity is deliberate and purposeful, then 
it is rational, such that identification of goals will be associated with the 
ability to see things in their interconnectedness* This ability then is used 
for the benefit of the whole class under the leadership of the advanced ele»«nts 
constituting the revolutionary core* The advanced worker as a propagandist is 
basically a theoretician well versed in Marxism*
The Propagandist and Agitator Role
Corresponding to the different levels of consciousness will be the ability 
to comprehend the significance of things in their interconnectedness* Lenin 
particularly spelt out the implications of the different levels of consciousness* 
An agitator has as his function to take incidences happening and showing the 
nature of the oppressive elements e*g* an accident in a factory* He will con­
centrate on one phenomenon and try to show the relation between the oppressive 
elements and the exploitative nature of the capitalist system* He nurses workers' 
trade union consciousness, teaches by taking concrete cases befalling workers and 
develops them to their full extent, os Lanin states:
*•** will take os an illustration fact that is most glaring 
and most widely known to his audience, say, the death of an 
unemployed worker's family from st rvetion, the growing unr- 
poverishment *** and, utilising this fact known to all, will
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direct hin affortes tc presenting a single ic’an tn the t:riie:cseni!
Bo Qo u ilR  S 3 i  i COX G >i L»,. 3  3  J C, oi’it, CU P. j r  GO i  C ijl Ji', Ccs CMOGT' ,-itO I .T V 1.
crease Ji weax en Ci , ui ,g no, >3 sn.i vu«e xncreoL... 3v nr vua «v in
Linen: the maui/us sgsinot tnic crying injustice, leaving s 
more sen,piste e> olannt.i on of thin contr&Jirti or, :o the prr-* 
psgandi st*
Since he is neinly □ pasty activist ut the piece of woil, ti.e agitator mainly, 
cloula with the heterrgenui ty of wurkcrr bafora and irnmad lately after they have 
acquired trade uniun cunriniruerssn* Mo taachsa Ly the podogcsio method of 
demonstration,
On the other hand the propagindint r’calo with work era at higher but still 
varied levels of sophistication* A prnpegandint talking tn the workora about a 
problem nf unemployment,
o»o must explair the capitalist nature of criaiscc, the cruse 
of their ine'dteuility in modern society, the necessity nf 
transforming this society inJ'0 a Bociall at-society, etc* In 
a word he must present "many ideas”, so nary, indeed, that 
integral whole only by a (comparatively' tew persons*'-
Indeed only the mmoct advancer! msmboro of the working elm s  will understand 
him* Here, we argue, we fir d the kernel to the pvrc-midic nature of Leninist 
theory of organ!satinr. and its close resemblance tn the legal-bureaucratic* The 
structural features of the pyramid are some form 0° a funrtion o*1 cnnscirue- 
nGSSo In some way innocent in rationalicm -- n deliberate, cun acinus and 
purposeful strategy, is the pyromidic structure it" soris.l organ1 er,tinn termed 
by Lenin democratic sortralism*
The conscious, dpi iterate and purposeful over ■’‘hrrv Ryspinn autocracy
as a qaal could be accomojished bv:
ooo a centralised, militant organisation that consistently 
carrier out r lorisx-nemocratic policy, that raticfins. on 
tn npoek, p?1 revolutionary instinotr and strivings, can 
safeguard the movement against nicking thoughtless attackr 
and prepare attaclce that hold out the prrrrian of success*^
Centralism is being recor.mmded because It increases rationality anH efficiency, 
Prepared or planned attacks will require some "orm of rational examination of 
available information* A rational jungemert based or. svailablR data would be a 
central element in the eurcosa on failure o^ attachn„ However, centralism is
also related to decentraliem0 3n the level of onrticipmtn - we note here that
the cadres are divided 5 oto agitators and orooagar.Hists to correspond with the
level of consciousness of the oroletoriat rubric an p class in
Consciousness. Rationality and The Role of the P»rty
The relation between the trade union arid the party la devmmx.iob by *he 
consciouenese of the workers* “ha important principles of trade union organisation 
should aim to rhow that •
The very aims of the trade union would be impossible of 
achievement if they did not unite all wtr hove attained at 
least this elementary degree d >7 und or standing, if they were
not broad organisations* The brnndcr those org.mi cations,
. t f f l u a n c ethe broader will be o*uT' iflTluenc: over them m  influence 
due, not nnly tc the T spontaneous, d^mlnpncnt of the 
economic struggle, hut tn the d im ot md enrminun effort 
of the socialist trsdo union mm*-' ^ _i t r' in f luence th^tr 
comrerieSo^
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As members of the social democratic party participating in these trade unions, 
they must endeavour to show the way to Further development of the working class 
consciousness* Trade union consciousness being the most lementary level of 
consciousness - it is basically theoretical and can easily lead to reformism* The 
cadres must show the way beyond the legalistic ways of conducting the economic 
struggle*
Class political consciousness can be brought to the workers 
only from without, that is only from outsiede the economic 
struggle *** For this reason, the rpply to the question as 
to what must be done to bring political knowledge to the 
workers can not merely —  be to "go among the workers"
To bring political knowledge to the workers Social-Demo-
crats must go among all classes of the population; they
must dispatch unite of their army in all idirections*
The aim of the social democratic activist was to assist the workers transcend 
mere bourgeois understanding of their conditons* Given the influence of bourgeois 
ideology on the workers, assistance from advanced workers would enable him to
objectify his conditions* An agitator's role is mainly connected with helping
the worker to objectify his conditions by showing that an incident is elsewhere 
in society*
Let us emphasise that a werksr in presenting his demands through yhr trade 
union accepts as valid bourgeois "formalism1' of presenting his demands through 
the trade union accepts as valid bourgeois "formalism" of presenting his demands, 
the channels they should follow etc - accepting the framework of bourgeois 
legalism* It is an alternative to tnis formalism that the agitator should aim at 
presenting an alternative that finally will lead to the workers joining the 
social democrats through study circles*
It is not absolutely clear what the relation between consciousness and 
rationality is* However, following the Marxian tradition of equating socialism 
to scientific criteria - it is tempting to equate consciousness to rationality* 
However what emerges fundamental is that the economic theories Marx Lenin, etc*
the erganisationrl and philosophic wri’,tings ef Marx, Ergies, Lenin and Plekhanov,
to mention the most important, can, not be grasped by any worker* These writings 
□re the "parametric variables" that define the proletariat's goals, hence the 
most efficient ways of achieving them: quite obviously, digesting this encrmcus 
theoretical material, analysing it to be able to draw revolutionary conclusions, 
is a task that requires a high ability of abstraction above the average worker*
Let this observation be understood in the light of the rationale around the idea 
of centralism, and its relation to the ideas of a class for itself* Revolution
being a scientific application of the theory of materialism to concrete conditions
to effect this application certain rational elements inherent in the concrete 
conditions reveal themselves and may prove vital in the determination of the 
method of goal attainment* Lenin explains that for this reason, the workers must 
recruit from the intellectuals,students, etc*
Lenin on Efficioncy
One of the main points of difference between those who have argued for the 
rational and the romantic models has been the question of efficiency* In fact 
efficiency turns out to be the key explanatory variable in both schools1 pre­
sentation of the theory of organisation* The concept is defined as the ability 
to achieve goals with minimum resources and human effort* In Lenin also, 
efficiency turns cut to be a key variable* The goals of Proletarian victory has 
to be achieved with minimum resources end human sacrifice* For this to happen 
Lenin proposes thot the core of the revolutionary party should be composed of:
A small, compact core of the meet reliable, experienced, 
hardened workers, with responoible representatives in the 
principal districts and corn cord by all the strict secrecy 
with the organisation of r volutionaries, without any
o o o  9
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formal organisation, perform all functions of the trade union 
organisation, in a manner, moreover, desirable to Social 
Democracy,19
Lenin further stresses:
If we begin with the solid foundation of a strong organisation 
of revolutionary; armies, we con ensure the stability of the 
movement as a whole and carry out the aims both of Social Demo­
cracy and of trade union proper. If however, we begin with 
a broad workers' organisation, which is supposedly most 
"accessible” to the masses (but which is actually most acces­
sible to the police) we shall achieve neither one aim or the 
the other,20
The most efficient way to achieve proletariat power is seen from multi-level 
perspective representing different degrees of consciousness. The lowest degrees 
of the pyramid ia ths trade union conscious worker - from a goal oriented social 
democratic party, this worker was mainly the target population of the agitator,
□n a higher level of consciousness - the party level - then the propagandist 
takes the platform. At the highest level is the army of trusted revolutionaries. 
Central to this conception is the idea of central command as articulated in the 
theory of democratic centralism.
Specialisation Within The Party
We have seen some elementary problems of specialisation within the party 
which are said to be directly relevant to the problem and concept of consciousness. 
The lowest party unit is to be found at the place of work in the form of a cell 
and working directly under a factory committee. These committees are established 
in all work places. At this level already advanced workers will conduct study 
circles for workers who have mere trade union consciousness. Depending on 
consciousness the workers can be admitted into one of the party's organisations 
e,g, women's league, etc. In its turn the .local committee must be endorsed by' 
one of the party's organisations, Lenin outlined the structure of the party's
general activities in five man categories:
(a) Organisation of revolutionaries
(b) Organisation of workers, as broad and as varied as possible
(I confine myself to the working class, taking it as self 
evident that, certain elements of other classes will be 
included here).
These two categories constitute the party. Further
(c) Workers' organisations associated with the party
(d; Workers1s organisations not associated with the party, but
actually under its direction and control,
(e) Unorganised elements or" the working class, who in part also
come under the direction of the social democratic party at any
rate during the big manifestations of the class struggle.
This differentiation within the working class movement also spells cut the 
multi-level activities of the party dependent on the varied level of conscious­
ness among the clnsa in itself. Different tactics, organisational methodology 
to be applied to these various sectors of the working class should form part 
and parcel of the theory of proletarian party organisation. The decentralised 
party structure spelt cut by the various multi-level presentation finds its 
centralisation in the theory democratic centralism.
, o o  1 0 /
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